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The bomber jacket for Fall is super chic

The new star item ofÂ menâ€™s fashionÂ for Fall Winter 2020 2021, theÂ elegant jacket is an elevated, very chic
incarnation of the bomber jacket, a sporty staple that designers have been forever revisiting with unusual materials and
couture detailing.

We couldnâ€™t help but start with the two-tone jacket from Dior. One of the signature looks of the season we have already and
profusely praised in our report on the menâ€™s trends for Fall Winter 2020 2021. This padded jacket features an elegant
combination of colors, aviation blue and Dior gray - bien sÃ»r â€“ with a double zip and a classic sleeve pocket.
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This super chic version of the menâ€™s jacket fromÂ Louis Vuitton is crafted from a croc-effect rubber-coated fabric
embellished with a sky and clouds print. This designer bomber is a classic style, finished with knit collar, cuffs and waistline.
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The BalmainÂ jacketÂ  is an evening staple crafted from fuchsia suede and adorned with sequins, crystals and gold
beadsÂ appliquÃ©dÂ all over. The classic knit inserts â€“ the bomber jacketâ€™s distinctive features â€“ are replaced with
elegant gathered suede trimming.
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The bomber jacket from the new EtroÂ Fall Winter 2020 2021 collection stands out for its shiny fabric, featuring patterns
inspired by traveling and by ancient sea maps.
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The jacket fromÂ SacaiÂ is probably the less glamorous piece in our selection, but it is still very elegant, courtesy of the
Japanese designerâ€™s skill in revisiting all the key features of the garment through her creative flair and deconstructed
design.
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